A notable recent trend in syntax is the proliferation of silent elements (SEs), due largely to work by Kayne. Yet the exact grammatical status of such SEs is not always made explicit. Consequently, few have been explicitly and empirically tested. In this paper we adopt the taxonomy of lexical items in Her & Tsai (forthcoming) and distinguish two kinds of SEs in the literature: an intrinsic SE is one that does not add any meaning, while an extrinsic SE is one that does and is thus by definition illicit. We then put two of Kayne's SE analyses to rigorous semantic and syntactic tests. One concerns the adjective shallow, as in 'the lake is LITTLE BIT shallow' (Kayne 2006) , where capital letters indicate silence. We demonstrate that LITTLE BIT are extrinsic SEs, as the source form and the surface form are not semantically equivalent. The other SE examined is COLOR, an intrinsic SE in 'John's car is a bright green COLOR' (Kayne 2005b:Chapter 10). We demonstrate with syntactic tests that it is not free variation between COLOR/color and that color adjectives also function unmistakably as nouns. Thus, the assumption of an SE head noun COLOR for all color adjectives cannot be justified. We further demonstrate that from the perspective of language acquisition the two SE accounts are likewise problematic. This study therefore concurs with Her & Tsai (forthcoming) that, while SEs are indispensable in language, for each SE proposed there must be sufficient semantic justification and formal motivation.
Introduction
Largely influenced by the work of van Riemsdijk (2002 Riemsdijk ( , 2005 and especially Kayne (e.g. 2005a Kayne (e.g. , 2005b Kayne (e.g. , 2006 Kayne (e.g. , 2010 Kayne (e.g. , 2012 , in recent syntax literature there is a proliferation of elements that are active in syntax but are ultimately unpronounced. For example, Kayne (2012) proposes that the slang monetary term grand, meaning thousand dollars/bucks, has 'THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL' for its underlying source, where capitalized elements are silent. Note that, unlike elements elided due to the presence of an antecedent with the same propositional content, 1 -for example, If you have long stem roses, I'll take a dozen long stem roses or He wanted to leave but I didn't want to leave, where the single strikethrough indicates ellipsis-many of the silent elements (SEs) in the Kaynian tradition lack such conventional propositional antecedents, even though they often do have some 'sounding neighbors' to lean on (Sigurðsson 2004:253, fn.20) . In this paper, we shall critically review two such SE accounts. Kayne (2005b:Chapter 10) proposes that color adjectives in fact modify a silent head noun COLOR in the absence of the overt color. The surface form in (1a) thus must have (1b) as its source form. In Kayne (2006) , he also proposes that the adjective shallow is in fact in its source form modified by a silent LITTLE BIT, as in (2a) and (2b).
(1) a. a green car b. a green COLOR car (2) a. This lake is shallow. b. This lake is LITTLE BIT shallow.
A number of researchers, for example Sigurðsson (2004:251) , Leu (2008:5) , and , claim that there are many more such SEs in syntax, that is, those without an overt antecedent, than previously thought. However, there are two problems with such a claim. First of all, given the fact that verbal communication is fundamentally based on the sound-meaning correspondence, it is counter-intuitive that there should be many meaningful but soundless elements in language. Second, the fact that the exact grammatical nature of such SEs is not always made explicit in the accounts proposed makes it difficult to assess many such accounts in the literature. Therefore, before reviewing the two SEs COLOR and LITTLE BIT, we shall first discuss the feature-based taxonomy of lexical items proposed by Her & Tsai (forthcoming), which explicitly validates the existence of SEs by properly situating them among other types of lexical items. We then explore the implications of this conception of SEs on two important questions posed by Simpson (2012) : first, whether the surface form, for example (1a) and (2a), and its corresponding SE source form, for instance (1b) and (2b) respectively, can be allowed to deviate in semantic content, and second, whether SEs and ellipsis should be unified or distinguished. We shall also demonstrate that SEs in the literature come in two types, depending on whether their semantic contribution to the phrase is redundant or not. An SE is called an intrinsic SE if it does not add any meaning, while an SE that does add meaning is dubbed an extrinsic SE, which is by definition illicit. We shall show that COLOR is an intrinsic SE, but LITTLE BIT consists of extrinsic SEs.
The paper is organized as follows. Following this introduction, §2 discusses Her & Tsai's (forthcoming) feature-based taxonomy of lexical items and the necessary constraints on the presence of SEs in syntax. Simpson's (2012) two questions will then be explored further. Based on the discussions in §2, §3 reviews two of Kayne's SE accounts, shown in (1) and (2), and ultimately demonstrates that, despite the legitimacy of SEs in syntax, these two specific SE accounts cannot be justified, on syntactic and/or semantic grounds. Section 4 offers an additional perspective of language acquisition to the evaluation of SEs. Section 5 consists of a summary and some concluding remarks.
Grammatical status of lexical SEs
Even though the exact nature of unpronounced elements is often not made explicit in the accounts where they are proposed, there are only two possibilities in terms of the source of their silence: either the unpronounced element is base-generated as such, thus without phonological features, or its silence is due to the deletion of its phonological features in syntactic derivation. Following Her & Tsai (forthcoming; H&T hereafter), unpronounced elements of the former kind are called 'SEs', and the latter 'ellipsis'. In this section we shall discuss the implications that SEs as one type of lexical item have on several important issues. First, what is a comprehensive taxonomy of lexical items that can accommodate SEs? Second, are SEs and deletion by ellipsis the same or different? Third, must an SE be semantically equivalent with its pronounced counterpart, if any?
A feature-based taxonomy of lexical items
A canonical lexical item is seen as a bundle of features within the recent syntactic theory. This is made explicit in Chomsky (1999:7) :
In the simplest case, the entry LI is a once-and-for-all collection (perhaps structured) of (A) phonological, (B) semantic, and (C) formal features. The features of (A) are accessed in the phonological component, ultimately yielding a PF-interface representation; those of (B) are interpreted at LF; and those of (C) are accessible in the course of the narrowsyntactic derivation. Language design is such that (B) and (C) intersect, and are disjoint from (A), though there is some evidence, to which we return, that presence or absence of features of (A) might have an effect on narrow syntactic computation.
Following H&T, we shall call the three kinds of features: PFF (PF-accessed features), FF (formal features), and LFF (LF-accessed features). A lexical item must have FF to undergo syntactic computation, which means a lexical item active in syntax may or may not have PFF or LFF. The existence of expletives, for example it in it's nice to meet you and there in there is money on the table, in other words lexical items with PFF and FF but without LFF, predicts that the opposite should exist as well, that is, lexical items with LFF and FF but without PFF. The former is devoid of semantic content, the latter of phonological content. The existence of both expletives and SEs further predicts that there are lexical items with FF only, thus devoid of both sound and meaning. A feature-based taxonomy of lexical items thus obtains, as shown in Table 1 . Such taxonomy, in principle, allows as many non-canonical lexical items as the canonical ones, however, as it provides no general theory to constrain the occurrence of non-canonical, meaningless or soundless items. While H&T are cautious in stating that 'such items must by nature be the exception and highly constrained, as they impose an extra burden on acquisition ', Sigurðsson (2004:243) , in his proposal of the 'Silence Principle', goes as far as claiming that any meaningful feature may in principle be silent. Under this rather unconstrained view, one would expect every canonical lexical item to have PFF-less or LFF-less variants. Nonetheless, the fact that there are only a handful of expletives, for example the LFF-less it and there as the LFF-less counterparts of the personal pronoun it and the adverbial there, suggests strongly that the number of PFF-less SEs should likewise be rather small. Note that this suggestion is not based on the assumption of parallelism between PF and LF per se; 2 rather, it is based on the fact that expletives and SEs both are situations where the usual sound-meaning mappings break down (Merchant 2013) . This is witnessed in the usual 'last resort' constraint associated with expletives and the strong formal motivation required, for example the expletive subject it due to the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). Any SE proposed should likewise be semantically and syntactically motivated. Indeed, PRO, as an SE, is motivated by the PRO Theorem, and pro, another SE, is motivated by the subject-verb agreement morphology. Kayne (2005a:4) explicitly claims that functional elements, for instance for, the, and -ing, but not lexical elements, for example cat and table as nouns and die and talk as verbs, can be subject to the parametric variation between silence and pronunciation. Thus, parametric differences are found in the lexicon as well as in syntax in that they are based on features of particular functional elements. However, in practice, certain SEs, for example THOUSAND, BUCKS, and TOTAL, which Kayne has proposed seem rather lexical in nature and it is not clear how they can be regarded as functional.
3 A similar principled constraint on the occurrence of SEs is proposed in Emonds (2000 Emonds ( , 2006 , where the lexicon has two distinct components: (1) a mental Dictionary that contains open class lexical items from the lexical categories N, V, A, and P and (2) a Syntacticon that contains all closed class lexical items and bound morphemes. Crucially, Dictionary items are accessed by their PFF, while Syntacticon items are accessed by their FF. Consequently, only Syntacticon items can be SEs, which are without PFF, but Dictionary items must have PFF. Under this conception, an SE thus must be formally motivated, and not necessarily semantically. Note that even though Sigurðsson (2004:243) proposes that all semantic features may in principle be silent, this proposal is in turn based on a more fundamental view on language: 2 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, Chomsky (2008 Chomsky ( , 2010 in recent years has argued, in his dis cussions of 'externalization', against the assumption of parallelism between PF and LF. 3 An anonymous reviewer suggests that 'total' would seem to be related to 'all', which certainly is functional, and 'thousand', like other numeral words, is part of a closed class, and therefore a good candidate for being functional. We disagree. 'Total' is an adjective, thus a member of a lexical category, and 'thousand' is a member of numeral bases, which are potentially infinite and thus do not form a closed category. However, the fundamental question for all syntacticians, as the reviewer is keenly aware, is how best to distinguish between lexical elements and functional elements in general. A full exploration of this general question is beyond the scope of the paper.
There is extensive evidence that all languages have access to all features of UG-humans are endowed with innate syntactic elements and structures that are independent of whether or how they are expressed. We need to realize that SILENCE VARIATION underlies a substantial part or even the lion's share of language variation. (Sigurðsson 2004:251, emphasis in original) Under this extremist view of universal grammar (UG), all languages share the same set of syntactic features, namely FF, and the same structures. Thus, an SE with semantic content that is active in syntax must be motivated by the FF it carries or the syntactic structure it is part of. In short, its occurrence is also necessarily sanctioned formally, but not necessarily semantically.
This thus provides us with an important criterion in evaluating a syntactic account with SEs. If the reason for the proposal of an SE is purely semantic with little or no formal justification, then the SEs proposed should be rejected. Kayne's (2012) proposal of the source form of 'THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL' to account for the monetary term grand is one such example. Kayne (2012) and Simpson (2012) give plenty of justification for the use of grand referring to a total unindividuated sum of money and not a plurality of discrete monetary units. Even if such a view is factually correct (it is not, see Law 2012 and H&T), without strong formal justification why these four meaningful lexical items, or Dictionary items in Emonds' (2000 Emonds' ( , 2006 terms, should be PFFless, the account is highly suspicious.
Distinction between SEs and ellipsis
In spite of his endorsement of Kayne's (2012) SE account of grand, Simpson (2012) raises two important questions regarding Kayne's SEs. One is whether there is a distinction between SEs and elements deleted due to ellipsis. It has been well-established that syntactically active elements can end up not being pronounced and there are clearly two sources: base-generated silence and nonbase-generated silence. The former refers to what we call SEs, or lexical items listed in the lexicon without PFF, and the latter refers to elements that do have PFF, which are deleted in syntactic derivation or ultimately become invisible to PF (H&T). Sigurðsson (2004) suggests that the same distinction be made.
. . . [W] e need to distinguish between silence that is due to non-lexicalization (as we are discussing here and as discussed by Kayne) and silence that is due to PF-deletion (such as sluicing in Merchant's analysis).
4 (Sigurðsson 2004:254, fn.24) In their proposal to account for the nonasserted part of an answer to a question by PF ellipsis, Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (2006:648, fn.14) also make this distinction: 'Note that one will then have to distinguish a silent PF from the absence of PF altogether' (emphasis in original).
In short, SEs and ellipsis are united as elements active in syntax but are ultimately unpronounced. Yet, they are distinguished in terms of the nature of their silence: the silence of SEs is inherent, the silence of elements due to ellipsis is acquired.
5 SEs enter syntactic derivation as such, formally motivated, as argued earlier, and thus may or may not have pronounceable counterparts, for example pro and PRO, as shown in (3) and (4) respectively.
(3) a. pro [1,sg] Elided elements, on the other hand, are generally pronounceable and can in fact be pronounced as an alternative to ellipsis, 6 as shown in the two semantically equivalent answers to the same question in (5).
(5) Q: Where did you see him? A-a: I saw him in the supermarket. A-b: I saw him in the supermarket. Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (2006:647-648) propose that a natural answer to a question is one whose presupposition is the same as that of the question, based on the general principle proposed in Chomsky (1971) and Jackendoff (1972) , that the nonasserted subpart of the LF of a clause is not realized at PF. Thus, ellipsis in general requires an antecedent to serve as a trigger of ellipsis as 5 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, Kayne (2006) takes the position that spell-out systematically 'fails to see' phrases at the edge of a phase and in fact proposes that all silence in syntax be accounted for this way. However, this view is not supported by Leu (2008) , a close associate of Kayne's, who questions whether Kayne's notion of phase is compatible with the notion of phase in other respects. This position is also not considered by Law (2012) and Simpson (2012) in supporting Kayne's SE approach to grand. In fact, even Kayne (2012) himself does not entertain this position in his own SE account of grand. This is quite understandable, as pointed out by H&T, because the movements in deriving the surface form [ten grand] from the source form [ten THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL] would have been massive and ad hoc. We thus agree with Leu (2008) and H&T that the 'positional silence' proposed by Kayne (2006) is only one kind of silence specific to ellipsis, an example of which is 'topic drop' in German, and cannot account for all silence in syntax. 6 There are exceptions, as ellipsis is known to rescue violation island constraints. For example, Merchant (2001) notes that the elided part of (i) would violate the relative clause island constraint if recovered phonologically, as in (ii).
(i)
They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I don't remember which. (ii) *I don't remember which (Balkan language) they want to hire someone [who speaks _ ].
well as the base according to which the loss of meaning due to the elided elements can be recovered. Consequently, in the presence of more than one discoursally and grammatically appropriate antecedent, thus more than one base for recovering the meaning loss due to ellipsis, ambiguity obtains. H&T cite this joke as an example. SEs, on the other hand, do not require such an antecedent, in its conventional sense, and thus produce no such ambiguity. Thus, for an SE, there is no pronounced base for its (silent) semantic content, or LFF, to be recovered accordingly. This indicates that an SE in a phrase does not contribute any additional semantic content to the phrase. Putting it differently, the semantic content of a phrase containing an SE remains the same without the semantic contribution of the SE.
7 This brings us to Simpson's (2012) second question regarding SEs: whether a source form with SEs must in principle be semantically equivalent to its counterpart with overt lexicalization.
Semantic equivalence between SE source form and surface form
It is well-established that ellipsis in a sentence does not change the semantic content of the sentence. This is accounted for by the notion of 'recoverability'.
A transformation can delete an element only if this element is the designated representative of a category, or if the structural condition that defines this transformation states that the deleted element is structurally identical to another element of the transformed string. A deleted element is, therefore, always recoverable. (Chomsky 1964:41, emphasis added) SEs and ellipsis are alike in that both are silent and differ in terms of the timing of their silence. The question is whether they converge or diverge in terms of semantic recoverability. In other words, must the meaning of the surface form be the same as that of the source form with SEs, as proposed by the linguist? The answer to this question should logically be the same as the answer to Simpson's (2012) question, whether a source form with SEs must in principle be semantically equivalent to the same source form with the SEs' pronounced counterparts. Let us consider three concrete examples. 7 An anonymous reviewer is quick to point out that this is obviously not true of Kayne's proposal for 'grand' and also not true of Kayne's proposal for phrases like 'at the age of seven YEARS' or 'John is seven YEARS'. Indeed this is precisely why H&T (forthcoming) argue that Kayne's SE account of 'grand' should be rejected and also why we contend in §3 of this paper that the SE YEARS in 'at the age of seven YEARS . . .' is likewise problematic.
(6) a. He paid ten THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL. b. He paid ten grand. c. He paid ten thousand bucks in grand total.
(7) a. The lake is LITTLE BIT shallow. b. The lake is shallow. c. The lake is little bit shallow.
(8) a. He bought a green COLOR car. b. He bought a green car. c. He bought a green color car.
The reader is reminded that, crucially, the question at this time is not whether factually the three forms in each set are semantically equivalent; rather, the precise question is whether theoretically the three forms must be semantically equivalent. Consider the source form (a) and the surface form (b) first. Intuitively and logically, the answer is yes, for why then should the specific SE source form be proposed? In practice, the proposal of a specific SE is, to a great extent, semantically motivated, that is, the presence of this specific SE accounts for the meaning of the surface form. H&T thus first render a practical consideration in contending that the permissibility of any deviation in meaning, or truth value, between the SE source form and its surface form, 'no matter how subtle and minute, opens a Pandora's Box with all sorts of wild possibilities'. Theoretically, the more precise problem in allowing semantic discrepancy between the two forms is that it would render a proposed SE unfalsifiable, or 'empirically intractable', as Zeschel & Stefanowitsch (2008) put it. Thus, whether the source form (a) and the surface form (b) in each set in (6)-(8) are semantically equivalent in fact provides a test to falsify a proposed SE. Now consider (a) and (c). Theoretically, an SE and its pronounced counterpart, if any, differ only in the fact that the former is without the PFF that the latter has. This fact means that (a) and (c) in each set in (6)-(8) have exactly the same lexical items as far as meaning is concerned and also share the same syntactic structure and thus the same compositional semantics. They, that is (a) and (c), thus must be semantically equivalent. However, Simpson (2012) suggests otherwise and claims that there may well be some 'meaning adjustment and loss' between the two forms:
This difference in meaning again suggests that the underlying sequence of elements assumed to be present in two grand, namely "two THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL" is not a simple unpronounced equivalent to overt two thousand bucks in grand total, but one which apparently has lost some of the meaning present in the fully overt sequence. This kind of meaning adjustment and loss is not uncommon in processes of grammaticalization, hence not totally unexpected (Hopper & Traugott 1993; Harris & Campbell 1995) . (Simpson 2012:100) If 'meaning adjustment and loss' is indeed permissible between THOUSAND and thousand, BUCKS and bucks, IN and in, or TOTAL and total, then the responsible thing to do is, of course: 1) make explicit what exactly is different between the two and 2) label the SE accordingly and not misleadingly. For example, if THOUSAND is semantically not the same as thousand, then it should not be labeled as THOUSAND, which is extremely misleading due to the precise and unmistakable meaning of thousand. Furthermore, the difference must be spelled out, if the account is to be falsifiable. For example, if THOUSAND is claimed to denote a mathematical value larger or smaller than thousand, then the account is easily falsified. We can thus draw two conclusions. First, simply to claim that there is some 'meaning adjustment and loss' between an SE and its pronounced counterpart is irresponsible and the account offered is unfalsifiable and thus should be rejected. Second, in the absence of such a claim, an SE source form in (a) and its pronounced counterpart in (c) must be assumed to be semantically equivalent. Consequently, this likewise provides a test to falsify a proposed SE. Given that (a) and (b), and likewise (a) and (c), must be semantically equivalent, (b) and (c) must also be semantically equivalent. Note, however, passing the semantic test does not mean this SE is therefore fully justified, as it still has to be justified syntactically. Here is an example of an SE account with pro [1,sg] that is semantically and syntactically valid. (9) a. pro [1,sg] no hablo ingles. (Spanish) pro [1,sg] not speak English b. no hablo ingles. c. Yo no hablo ingles.
All three forms in (9) have identical semantic content and are justified syntactically by various tests, for example anaphora, tag question, control, raising.
8 H&T falsify the 'THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL' source form on two grounds: semantically, the three forms in (6) are not equivalent, and syntactically, the monetary grand behaves like a noun and not like an adjective as in the source form. In §3, we shall falsify the SE account for shallow in (7) on semantic grounds and reject the COLOR SE account in (8) on syntactic grounds.
Revisiting two Kaynian SEs
In this section, we shall first demonstrate that SEs proposed in the literature come in two types in terms of their semantic contribution to the sentence. Then, our first case study focuses on Kayne's source form of 'LITTLE BIT shallow' for shallow, followed by the second case study of Kayne's SE source form 'a green COLOR car' for a green car.
Distinguishing two types of SEs in the literature
There are two kinds of SEs in the literature in terms of their semantic contribution to the proposed source form: an SE either provides additional meaning that the source form does not otherwise have or it is superfluous as the meaning it denotes is already present in the pronounced elements. We shall call the former kind 'extrinsic SEs' and the latter kind, 'intrinsic SEs'. To illustrate, a putative SE source form 'She is the baby's FEMALE mother' for the surface form she is the baby's mother contains an intrinsic SE, while a putative source form 'She is the baby's LOVING mother' for the same surface form contains an extrinsic SE.
Based on our discussions in §2, however, an SE source form and its intended surface form must be semantically equivalent. This means that extrinsic SEs are by definition illegitimate, and our earlier putative source form 'LOVING mother' for mother certainly fits the bill. Zeschel & Stefanowitsch (2008) demonstrate that the truth value of Kayne's (2005b: Chapter 10) SE source form 'At the age of seven YEARS . . .', manifested via the corresponding form At the age of seven years . . ., deviates from that of the surface form At the age of seven . . ., as the latter is restricted to a human subject, while the former has no such restriction.
9
(10) a. At the age of seven years, the boy/tortoise/tree really started to grow.
b. At the age of seven, the boy/*tortoise/*tree really started to grow.
The SE source form 'THOUSAND BUCKS in grand TOTAL' for the monetary grand is shown by H&T to be just such a case. One piece of evidence that H&T offer is that, while Kayne's account predicts that grand must refer to a grand total, grand can in fact refer to a subtotal quite naturally, which by definition is not a grand total. Thus, (11a) is well-formed, but both (11b) and (11c) are self-contradictory.
(11) a. He paid ten grand in subtotal for now.
b. #He paid ten thousand bucks in grand total in subtotal for now. c. #He paid ten THOUSAND BUCKS IN grand TOTAL in subtotal for now.
We shall demonstrate momentarily in §3.2 that Kayne's 'LITTLE BIT shallow' is also a case involving such extrinsic SEs. An intrinsic SE, on the other hand, is on the right track semantically but still has to be syntactically justified. H&T demonstrate that grand is a noun and not an adjective and thus the SE source form Kayne proposes, where grand can only be an adjective, is falsified. One piece of evidence comes from the morphological process that combines a numeral and a noun root to form a nominal modifier, as in (12). An adjective root does not participate in this process, as in (13). Examples in (14) show that grand, like K and G, behaves like a noun and that this behavior cannot come from the SE source form, as shown in (15). 10 9 An anonymous reviewer points out that Kayne ends up proposing 'at the age of seven YEAR', with singular YEAR, and thus there should be no straightforward expectation of truth value equivalence with 'years'. However, this is a non sequitur, as Kayne is aware that 'seven YEAR' and 'seven YEARS' do not differ in meaning in spite of the absence or presence of -s, as shown in the following two examples, namely 'five-drawer' versus 'five drawers'.
(i) a five-drawer file cabinet (ii) This file cabinet has five drawers. 10 An anonymous reviewer indicates that the obvious question is why, if 'grand' is a noun, it disallows plural '-s'. The fact is the grands plural form for its monetary use is subject to dialectal variation. The reader can refer to Her & Tsai (forthcoming) for a detailed exposition. We shall demonstrate in §3.3 that Kayne's 'a green COLOR car' involves an intrinsic SE that cannot be syntactically justified.
Shallow isn't deep
Within the Minimalist Program (MP) Kayne has played a central role in the studies of the microparametric variation tied to specific lexical items or features (Carnie 2008:412) . One type of parameter proposed involves the choice between an SE functional element and its pronounced counterpart. Many such SEs in the Kaynian tradition are motivated by the phonological realization of their counterparts in other languages, especially in related languages. A typical example is the source form 'LITTLE BIT shallow ' Kayne (2006) proposes for the adjective shallow, which has no direct lexical counterpart in French and the same concept of which is expressed as a phrase, peu profond 'little deep'.
(16) a. Le lac est profond.
the lake is deep 'The lake is deep.' b. Le lac est peu profond. the lake is bit deep 'The lake is shallow.'
(17) a. The lake is shallow. b. The lake is LITTLE BIT shallow. c. The lake is little bit shallow.
It should be immediately clear that the meaning of the bare form shallow in (17a) is different from that of the modified little bit shallow in (17c) or 'LITTLE BIT shallow' in (17b). The source form in (17b) and the surface form in (17a) are therefore not semantically equivalent. LITTLE BIT are thus examples of extrinsic SEs. In what follows we shall demonstrate that this account can be falsified.
be reconsidered as a property of LITTLE and/or BIT, both arguably functional rather than lexical. However, this point is valid only if the SE account is valid. 12 An anonymous reviewer suggests that it is indeed Kayne's view that the morpheme 'shallow' is actually a variant of 'deep' and thus has the exact same meaning as 'deep'. Thus, the only difference between 'shallow' and 'deep' is that 'shallow' must always be accompanied by LITTLE BIT in syntax. We name just two immediately clear arguments against such a view. First, 'the lake is now LITTLE BIT shallower and muddier' would mean that the lake is now a little muddier and also a little deeper! Second, given LITTLE BIT is licensed in syntax by 'shallow', the derivational process that converts the adjective 'shallow' to the noun 'shallowness' does not involve LITTLE BIT. Thus, 'the shallowness of the lake is the problem' would mean exactly the opposite, that is, the deepness of the lake is the problem.
We shall assume that Kayne's (2005a:42-44) Within this account, 'profond' is semantically equivalent to 'deep' and 'PETITE peu profond' is equivalent to 'LITTLE BIT shallow'; consequently, this account in effect predicts that the two English lexical items shallow and deep are synonymous. 12 Here is the logic this account entails:
if A = α and little bit A = little bit β, then A = β = α. However, this goes completely against the dictionary definitions of the two words, which by all accounts must be antonyms, as clearly demonstrated in (22).
(22) a. Is the lake shallow or deep? b. The lake is not shallow, it's deep. c. The lake is not deep, it's shallow.
To illustrate this problem with a more drastic example, in Mandarin, there are two antonyms 記得-忘記 jide-wangji 'remember-forget'; yet in Taiwanese, a related Sinitic language, the Mandarin jide 'remember' has a direct counterpart ki-tit, but the Mandarin wangji has no lexical counterpart but is readily expressed as be ki-tit 'not remember'; thus, the Mandarin expression 我永遠不會忘記 wo yongyuan buhui wangji [I-forever-not-will-forget] 'I will never forget' is expressed in Taiwanese with double negation, that is, goa engoan be be-ki-tit [I-forever-not-notremember]. If the same logic behind the proposal of LITTLE BIT shallow is to be followed, then the source form of the Mandarin 'forget' would be 'BU wangji' 'not forget '! 13 Another problem with shallow's SEs in terms of meaning is that this account predicts that while the bare form deep is grammatical in English, the bare form shallow is not, and that shallow must always be accompanied by the silent LITTLE BIT or the overt little bit. However, considering the various degrees of shallowness indicated by the various intensifiers, we can reasonably derive this hierarchy: extremely shallow > very shallow > shallow > little bit shallow > barely shallow. Kayne's account eliminates the level of shallowness indicated by the bare form. Furthermore, the omnipresent LITTLE BIT/little bit also disrupts the semantic equivalence between the surface form and the source form. We can thus conclude that Kayne's SE source form for shallow cannot be justified semantically. In (23) the semantics between extremely and LITTLE BIT, and likewise between barely and LITTLE BIT, are contradictory.
14 And in (24), the surface form in (24a) is well-formed, but the source form in (24b) is self-contradictory. 13 The same anonymous reviewer referred to in fn.12 further suggests in the same spirit that if 'shallow' is equivalent in interpretation to 'LITTLE deep', Kayne would, to be consistent, have to say that Mandarin 'wangji' is invariably accompanied by silent negative NOT. The phrase 'NOT wangji' is interpreted as 'forget', but 'wangji' itself has the interpretation of 'remember'; the morpheme 'wangji' itself would not, for Kayne, have the interpretation of 'forget'. Again, this is easily falsified. We name just one argument using the facts from the negative polarity item ban 'half'. If 'wangji' is indeed accompanied by a silent negative NOT, (ii) should be well-formed; it is not.
(i) Mingtian wo hui bu jide ban ge mingzi. tomorrow I will not remember half C name 'I won't remember any names tomorrow.' (ii) *Mingtian wo hui wangji ban ge mingzi. tomorrow I will forget half C name '*I will forget any names tomorrow.' 14 The same anonymous reviewer again comments that his/her interpretation of Kayne's analysis of 'extremely/ barely shallow' leads to this interpretation: 'extremely/barely LITTLE deep', which s/he presumes means something like 'deep to an extremely/a barely small degree'. Again, we do not agree and find 'extremely/ barely LITTLE/little deep' self-contradictory.
(23) a. These days the lake is extremely/barely shallow. ≠ b. These days the lake is extremely/barely LITTLE BIT shallow.
(24) a. I wouldn't say the lake is little bit shallow, it's simply shallow. ≠ b. #I wouldn't say the lake is little bit shallow, it's simply LITTLE BIT shallow.
Adding to the problem is that in French, where Kayne claims that 'PETIT peu profond' is equivalent to 'LITTLE BIT shallow', profond, like deep in English and unlike shallow in Kayne's account, can appear with other intensifiers besides peu. This indicates that while the French petit peu profond is equivalent to English little bit deep, and thus in turn equivalent to shallow, there is no justification to restricting the intensifiers on shallow to LITTLE BIT/little bit.
(25) Le lac est très profond. the lake is very deep 'The lake is very deep.'
(26) Le lac n'est guère profond. the lake is little deep 'The lake is shallow.' (27) Le lac n'est pas du tout profond.
the lake is not of all deep 'The lake is not deep at all.' Even though Kayne (2006) suggests that LITTLE BIT selects some other adjectives besides shallow, it is not clear which ones. Consider narrow, for example. Given that both wide and narrow have counterparts in French, namely vaste and étroite, respectively, presumably there is no need for 'LITTLE BIT narrow'. Thus, it seems that the LITTLE BIT form applies only to shallow. So, let's consider the motivation for 'LITTLE BIT shallow', that is, in French, a related language, there is no single lexical item meaning shallow but the meaning is readily expressed by peu profond. If this is a valid motivation and the SE source form of shallow indeed is psychologically real, then the obvious empirical question is how monolingual speakers of English acquire this tacit knowledge that shallow is underlyingly 'LITTLE BIT shallow'? After all, shallow functions perfectly well without the SEs LITTLE BIT in its underlying form. Assigning such specific lexical idiosyncrasies to UG would be quite unreasonable.
As mentioned earlier, in fact many of Kayne's SEs are motivated by their phonological realization in a related language. Under the current Ethnologue classification of the world's languages, English is a Germanic language, while French is an Italic language. The two languages are thus related only in the sense that they are both under the Indo-European family. So, the question is, do all Indo-European languages with two different lexical items expressing the concepts of /deep/ and /shallow/ have a similar source form 'LITTLE BIT shallow' like English? If the answer is 'yes', it seems to be a rather expensive endeavor for the numerous languages to accommodate the absence of a lexical item in just one or a few languages. What exactly counts as a 'related' language is also entirely unclear. After all, under the principles and parameters (P&P) framework of UG, all languages are related.
Also, consider this scenario: What if French were to develop a lexical item for the concept /shallow/, either indigenously or by borrowing the adjective shallow from English?
16 Would English then still retain the SEs LITTLE BIT for shallow? If the answer is yes, the implication is that once a source form with SE comes to exist, it exists forever and can never be changed, a rather unreasonable proposition. If the answer is 'no', then the question is how would the English speakers know about the change in French and thus drop the SEs LITTLE BIT? The dilemma indicates that Kayne's SE source form for shallow cannot be justified. Kayne (2005b: Chapter 10) also suggests that color adjectives invariably modify the overt head noun color or its silent counterpart COLOR. In (28a), color is a canonical lexical item. In (28b), COLOR is an SE. (28b) thus serves as the source form for (28c), the surface form. Crucially, (28a) is not the surface form of (28b), (28c) is; rather, (28a) is the pronounced counterpart of (28b), with the pronounced counterpart of an SE underlined.
Color isn't silent
(28) a. John bought a green color car yesterday.
b. John bought a green COLOR car yesterday. c. John bought a green car yesterday.
As we have argued earlier, these three forms should all be semantically equivalent. 17 And indeed they are, all three propositions denoted by the three sentences must either be all true or all false in any possible world. In other words, they have the same truth conditions. Therefore, we can conclude that COLOR, like the overt color, is semantically redundant, as its denotation is already part of the denotation of the adjective green. Or, in the more technical terms of Kayne (2005b:Chapter 10) , COLOR finds an antecedent in the feature [+color] which characterizes the color adjectives. Thus, 16 This latter scenario is, in fact, not unlikely, given the extent of English lexical borrowings, or Anglicisms, in
French. Chesley (2010) , for example, conducts a study of a French newspaper corpus and finds that new Anglicisms outnumber all other new borrowings combined. 17 For some of the relevant work on the semantics of color terms and other adjectives, the reader may refer to Kennedy (2012 Kennedy ( , 2013 and Kennedy & McNally (2010) . We thank the anonymous reviewer for directing us to this literature.
in the source form of green, COLOR is an intrinsic SE and does not add any additional meaning to the phrase that contains it. 18 Syntactically, Kayne (2006) claims that green's adjectival status is supported by examples like (29), where the adjective green in the surface form (29a) must modify a null nominal head, hence the source form of (29b), where green modifies COLOR.
(29) a. John's car is a bright green.
b. John's car is a bright green COLOR.
With green as an adjective, the presence of a here can only be plausibly licensed by the silent COLOR, but in the context of a plural noun, COLOR/color does not license a, as in (30a) and (30b) respectively.
(30) a. *John has a green cars.
b. They bought (*a) different color cars.
The motivation for COLOR is therefore internal to English, where color adjectives require a nominal head, which can either be overt, thus color, or covert, thus COLOR. An external motivation may also be available. Liao & Shi (2013) propose the Entailment of Silent Presence (see (31)). Note the Chinese counterpart of (29a) given in (32). The SE account of color adjectives in English therefore seems to have a justifiable motivation; however, we contend that it cannot be empirically justified. Under Kayne's SE account, color adjectives invariably modify COLOR/color. However, even though the existence of COLOR/color as the 18 An anonymous reviewer points out that Kayne (2005b:212-213) proposes COLOR because his Principle of Decompositionality (PD) prohibits a single lexical item like 'yellow' from simultaneously contributing to an interpretation with two notions, that is, 'color' and the particular interval on the color scale that 'yellow' picks out. Assuming that we are able to demonstrate that COLOR cannot be justified syntactically, either PD needs to be revised or color terms like 'yellow' in fact have an interpretation with one notion, or one interpretable feature, only.
head noun modified by green is grammatical and does not change the truth value of the phrase, as shown in (33), its nonexistence is likewise grammatical and does not affect the meaning. The only difference is, in the former scenario the predicate of the clause is a noun phrase (NP), i.e. green COLOR/color, while in the latter case, the predicate is an adjective phrase (AP), namely green. As shown in (34a), an ordinary adjective like nice does not need a head noun at all to function as the predicate; however, like green, nice can also modify an overt head noun, as in (34b), albeit with a change in meaning.
(33) a. John's car is green.
b. John's car is green (COLOR/color).
(34) a. John's car is nice. ≠ b. John's car is nice color/*COLOR.
In short, the presence of COLOR/color in (33b) is entirely unnecessary for (33a). In the interest of economy, an important principle in the Minimalist Program (MP), the SE COLOR is surely disfavored.
19 Moreover, whether green in (33a) is underlyingly an AP or NP can easily be tested.
Compare the (a) and ( The first difference is that in the (b) examples, the presence of color drastically reduces the grammaticality of the conjunction phrase. The second difference is that in the (b) examples, the intensifiers very and more scope over the first adjective clean only; yet in the (a) examples, they scope over either just clean or over all three conjuncts, clean, green, and spacious. This second difference indicates that the color adjectives in (a) phrases are APs, just like the co-occurring AP conjuncts.
There is also evidence that it is not free variation between the two variants COLOR/color. Consider the examples in (37), where color adjectives cannot be NPs with an overt color, for the simple reason that the verbs in (37) subcategorize for an AP, not NP. Likewise in (38), where English and Chinese are alike, yellow, modified by an intensifier very, is an adjective and the presence of color is ill-formed. 19 To put the notion of economy in more precise terms in this case, given the two source forms: (a) the car is green and (b) the car is green COLOR, for the surface form 'the car is green', everything else being equal, the source form that involves less lexical items is more economical, that is (a) is more economical than (b). 20 An anonymous reviewer states that account needs to be taken of uncoordinated examples like '??a very green color car', which are not very good to begin with. We agree and contend that such examples likewise suggest that 'a very green COLOR car' is dubious as the source form for 'a very green car'.
(37) His face went/turned/waxed red/blue/white (*color).
(38) a. 約翰的 車 非常 黃(*色) Yuehan-de che feichang huang (*se) John's car very yellow(-color) b. John's car is very yellow (*color).
On the contrary, in (39), the overt color is required, for the obvious reason that green, modified by the adverb shockingly, can only be an adjective and thus requires a head noun. The fact that the alleged SE head noun COLOR is ill-formed in (39) presents a serious challenge to Kayne's account. Thus, the fact that green in (40) can be modified by an adjective, shocking, suggests that here it indeed can be seen as a noun itself licensing the article a. An anonymous reviewer points out that there may be an alternative to our nominal account of the color terms in (41)- (44), as Kayne (2005b) , in the 'Silent years, silent hours' chapter, proposes that the -s plural form can in some cases be licensed by a silent noun, as in 'These books are good, the others are not'. Therefore, 'several greens' can have 'several green COLOR-s' as its source form. However, such an account is easily falsified by the fact that the alleged source form 'several greener COLOR-s' does not produce 'several *greeners' as a surface form.
In short, Kayne's SE source form for color adjectives assumes that these adjectives necessarily modify an SE head noun COLOR, which freely alternates with the overt color, and also that they do not also function as nouns. We have shown that neither assumption can be justified empirically.
The question of acquisition
An additional crucial perspective that H&T bring to the evaluation of a proposed SE account is the consideration of the acquisition issue. A well-established principle in language acquisition is the Uniqueness Principle, a.k.a. One-to-One Mapping, that is, a unique mapping between a form and meaning is preferred (e.g. Berwick 1985; Clark 1987; Pinker 1984; Randall 1990; Roeper 1981; Slobin 1973; van Riemsdijk 2002) . From this perspective, everything else being equal, an account that does not rely on the necessary employment of non-canonical items such as (empty) expletives and SEs should be more favored than a competing account that does rely on such elements. H&T thus contend that between (45a) and (45b), an account that treats grand in the former as a simple noun meaning 'thousand bucks', on a par with the synonymous G and K, should be much preferred than the source form in (45b), where the single pronounced form grand corresponds to multiple meaningful lexical items and thus violates the One-to-One principle. Superficially, (46a) is straightforward and thus seems to better conform to the One-to-One Principle of acquisition. Yet to give just two obvious but serious drawbacks of (46a): first, there is no local external argument to receive the agent role of kiss, and second, the binding relation between he and himself violates Binding Principle A, as the antecedent and the anaphor are not in the same 25 An anonymous reviewer contends that it is not correct to call a noun 'simple' that has a complex interpretation like 'thousand bucks'. The point that H&T make here is that, given the fact that 'K' and 'G' are unmistakably simple nouns with the interpretation 'thousand bucks', treating 'grand', the base of the acronym 'G', is the most straightforward and simplest solution. We refer the reader to H&T for the full range of arguments against the SE accounts of grand. binding domain. Thus, the PRO alternative in fact drastically simplifies the grammar and better conforms to UG. It thus reduces the burden of acquisition and should be preferred. Similar arguments can easily be construed for the SE pro as well.
We shall examine the SE account of LITTLE BIT shallow first, from the perspective of acquisition, and then the account of green COLOR. Deep-shallow are gradable antonyms, among many other such pairs, for example long-short, old-young, big-small, bright-dark, hard-soft, high-low, wide-narrow, heavy-light, hot-cold, fast-slow, difficult-easy, sharp-dull, rough-fine, happy-sad, etc. Having the acquisition of deep-shallow on a par with these other pairs of gradable antonyms is of course the most straightforward and requires no SEs, LITTLE BIT, on shallow. Having these SEs on shallow necessarily singles out the deep-shallow pair from all the other similar pairs and thus creates an additional burden on the acquisition of deep-shallow.
Yet an even bigger problem is the lack of motivation for the monolingual child to ever entertain such SEs. In language acquisition, only two things are available to the child: UG and exposure. Exposure alone provides no motivation for LITTLE BIT shallow, for the obvious reason that the child never hears these SEs and there are no semantic or syntactic requirements for them. Consider (17) again, repeated as (47). What the child hears is (47a), a well-formed sentence without LITTLE BIT in the underlying form. The child also hears (47c), which is semantically different from (47a); the child thus has no reason to suppose that the intensifier little bit may also be silent in (47c).
(47) a. The lake is shallow.
b. The lake is LITTLE BIT shallow. c. The lake is little bit shallow.
The only other possibility for (47b) is due to UG. Kayne (2006) suggests that LITTLE and/or BIT are functional elements; therefore, their counterparts in each language may be subject to parametric variation and select different adjectives. Crucially, in Kayne's account, shallow in English is obligatorily selected, thus necessarily accompanied, by LITTLE BIT. Yet in French, profond is optionally selected, thus not necessarily accompanied, by PETIT peu (peu must be pronounced). Kayne thus claims that this French/English difference is a property of LITTLE and/or BIT, which are arguably functional rather than lexical. Thus, LITTLE and/or BIT are presumably part of UG, but the set of adjectives they select in each language is language-specific. Under this premise, there is still no way for the monolingual English-learning child to ever find out which adjectives LITTLE BIT selects. Again, consider (47). What the child hears is the well-formed (47a) and (47c), which are not semantically equivalent and there is thus no reason to suppose that little bit may or may not be pronounced in (47c). In other words, even if the child has the knowledge that LITTLE BIT selects certain adjectives in the language being acquired, there is no way for the child ever to find out exactly which adjectives are selected. We therefore conclude that Kayne's SEs LITTLE BIT are unlearnable.
The problems with the acquisition of COLOR are of a different nature, as COLOR is lexical, not functional, and its motivation is entirely internal to English. Thus, we can put UG aside and only consider whether COLOR is learnable from exposure and, if so, whether it is deterministic. Consider (33) again, repeated as (48). The immediate question is what analyses are available to the child when s/he hears (48a). One analysis is straightforward, where green is predicative. The other is the synonymous (48b), a variant of (48c), where green is an attributive adjective that modifies a silent head noun COLOR.
(48) a. John's car is green.
b. John's car is green COLOR. c. %John's car is green color.
26
The two synonymous analyses are thus both learnable, but this also means that the SE analysis of (48b) cannot be deterministic. The next question is, between the two competing analyses, which one is more likely to ultimately prevail. First of all, the predicative analysis enjoys an immediate advantage in that it has a simpler, flatter structure than the attributive analysis, as shown in (49). Note that the predicative analysis is also more general and applies to all predicative adjectives. In contrast, the attributive analysis with COLOR is specific to color adjectives only. (49) 26 An anonymous reviewer does not find (48c) acceptable. However, numerous examples similar to (48c) are found on the net via Google, for example 169,000 exact matches of 'car is red color' alone (searched on April 2, 2014). To acknowledge the reviewer's judgment, nonetheless, we have marked (48c) with a % sign, indicating a possible dialectal variation in judgment. 27 An anonymous reviewer suggests that (51) improves either with 'in' or with 'a' or even with 'of a'. We agree, but the point is that (51) is meant to accurately simulate Kayne's source forms with COLOR pronounced.
The same argumentation applies to a bright green versus a bright green COLOR too. The nominal account in (52a) is again favored due to its simpler, flatter structure, than that of the attributive account in (52b).
(52) a.
b.
Furthermore, as the child is exposed to examples such as three greens, several pinks, and different whites but never to examples such *a pleasantly green and *an amazingly purple, (52a) is reinforced and (52b) eventually rejected. We therefore conclude that Kayne's SE account of COLOR also cannot be sustained from the perspective of acquisition.
Concluding remarks
A canonical lexical item in the lexicon consists of three kinds of features: 1) FF, or formal features, which are necessary for syntactic derivation, 2) PFF, or phonological features, which are accessed at PF, and 3) LFF, or semantic features, which are accessed at LF. A lexical item active in syntax thus must at least have FF and may or may not have PFF and/or LFF. Three types of non-canonical lexical items obtain: expletives (with FF and PFF but without LFF), silent elements (SEs, with FF and LFF but without PFF), and empty expletives (with FF only) (H&T). Thus, accordingly, two kinds of silence can be distinguished in syntax, depending on the source of the silence: base-generated or non-base-generated-the former due to SEs, and the latter, ellipsis.
The fact that SEs are not only permissible but in fact indispensible in grammar, however, does not mean that all the SEs proposed in the syntax literature are justified. First of all, an SE and its pronounced counterpart, if any, must be semantically equivalent. This thus provides a good criterion for the evaluation of an SE account proposed. Zeschel & Stefanowitsch (2008) demonstrate that the truth value of Kayne's (2005b: Chapter 10) SE form 'at the age of seven YEARS . . .' is different from that of the source form 'At the age of seven . . . ', and Law (2012) and H&T show that Kayne's (2012) source form 'ten THOUSAND BUCKS in grand TOTAL' is not semantically equivalent to the surface form 'ten grand'. Both SE accounts are thus cast into doubt.
Two more of Kayne's SEs are reviewed in this paper: the French-inspired 'LITTLE BIT shallow' and the internally-motivated 'green COLOR'. We demonstrate that 'the lake is LITTLE BIT shallow' has very different semantic content from that of 'the lake is shallow'. LITTLE BIT are thus extrinsic SEs, as they contribute additional meaning to the phrase that contains them, meaning that containing phrase otherwise would not have. For example, 'The lake is not just a little bit shallow, it is shallow' must have the self-contradictory source form 'The lake is not just a little bit shallow, it is LITTLE BIT shallow' under Kayne's analysis. Thus, this SE account can be falsified on semantic grounds alone.
COLOR as in 'green COLOR', on the other hand, is an intrinsic SE, as it does not contribute meaning to the phrase that contains it. In other words, the meaning of the containing phrase remains the same with or without the intrinsic SE COLOR. This SE thus passes the semantic test; yet it cannot be justified syntactically. For example, that '*John's car is more purple color than mine' is ill-formed shows that COLOR/color does not belong there. In addition, well-formed plural forms such as three greens, several pinks, and different whites and the ill-formed examples like *three pleasantly green indicate that green in the sentence 'the car is a pleasant green' is a noun and there is no SE COLOR.
Finally, we also demonstrate that, from the perspective of acquisition, neither SE accounts can be justified. 
